Pre-Work Arctic Safety Workshop Tyrol 22th of March 2018

Workshop goals
- Give input to content of an safety course for Arctic field stations
- The course shall be generic and applicable for all Arctic field stations

Examples of key areas that we consider relevant to a course
- Scooter driving
- First aid, winter
- Avalanche and glacier
- Winter training, emergency camp, sea ice etc.
- Wild Life
- Fire arms, emergency equipment
- Communication and navigation
- Sailing in small boats
- ATV, 4x4
- First aid
- Glacier
- Wild Live
- Firearms and rescue equipment
- Communication and navigation
- Setting up camp

Pre-work
1. Identify and prioritize areas of action from your field into the hazard identification form
2. Complete the risk assessment template based on the hazards from you research station or field.
3. Prepare a short presentation of the identified and prioritized areas